Violations of Lorentz boost symmetry in the electron and photon sectors can be constrained by studying several different high-energy phenomenon. Although they may not lead to the strongest bounds numerically, measurements made in terrestrial laboratories produce the most reliable results. Laboratory bounds can be based on observations of synchrotron radiation, as well as the observed absences of vacuum Cerenkov radiation (e ± → e ± + γ) and photon decay (γ → e + + e − ). Using measurements of synchrotron energy losses at LEP and the survival of TeV photons, we place new bounds on the three electron Lorentz violation coefficients c (T J) , at the 3 × 10 −13 to 6 × 10 −15 levels.
Introduction
Lorentz violation at the O m 2 E 2 level. The fastest-moving particles we can study are astrophysical in origin, and astrophysical observations have been used to place a number of very strong bounds. However, it is also desirable to have laboratory bounds on the SME coefficients. Bounds that are based on energetic astrophysical phenomena may rely on our having an accurate understanding of processes occurring very far away. In many cases, what particle interactions are responsible for a particular experimentally observed phenomenon may only be inferred, not determined directly; and these inferences may be controversial. A relevant example is the disagreement whether TeV γ-rays that reach the Earth are produced mostly by inverse Compton scattering or π 0 decay. Conclusions that are based on inferences about astrophysical processes are useful; however, they should also be used with some caution. Such conclusions may not be as reliable as similar ones based on observations made directly in the laboratory.
We shall conclude this introductory section by presenting the SME Lagrangian relevant for interactions among electron, positrons, and photons at high energies. In section 2 we shall discuss the how the velocity, momentum, and other kinematic quantities are related in the Lorentz-violating theory. Section 3 examines how the absence of vacuum Cerenkov radiation from electron and positron beams at LEP, as well as the absence of photon decay, can be used to place bounds on SME parameters. In section 4, we discuss the bounds that can be placed by studying the actual radiation emission (which is synchrotron in origin) from the LEP beams. The paper concludes with section 5, which collects the best reliable bounds that can be derived from all the various laboratory techniques and discusses the outlook for future improvements.
The electron and photon sectors of the minimal SME are described by the Lagrange density
The unconventional behavior of electrons and photons at high energies is primarily determined by the coefficients c, d, and k F , which are dimensionless and preserve CPT. The fermion coefficients c and d are traceless, while k F has a vanishing double trace and exhibits the same symmetries as the Riemann tensor. These coefficients break rotation, boost, and parity symmetries, and they modify the velocities of electrons, positrons, and photons. However, the usual ev µ A µ coupling between charged sources and the electromagnetic field is unchanged; this is a consequence of electromagnetic gauge invariance. Since non-gravitational Lorentz violation is necessarily a small effect, we shall only consider the leading-order effects of the various SME coefficients; at that order, only the symmetric parts of c and d can contribute to physical effects.
Lorentz-Violating Kinematics
The c, d, and k F coefficients affect the energy-momentum relations for relativistic quanta. In the electron sector, the changes are most easily expressed in terms of modifications to the maximum achievable velocity (MAV) of a particle. The MAV in the directionv is [44] 
where s the product of a particle's helicity and fermion number (+1 for electrons, −1 for positrons). The parentheses indicate a symmetrized sum, such as c (0j) = c 0j + c j0 . The dispersion relation for a relativistic particle is E = m 2 + p 2 [1 + 2δ(p)]; this determines the threshold for various novel processes that depend on the existence of Lorentz violation. The velocity at ultrarelativistic energies is
which is the usual velocity plus δ(p )p. The effects in the electromagnetic sector are similar. Photons, being massless, always move with their MAV. The spin-dependent part of k F is extremely tightly constrained experimentally; it gives rise to birefringence that is not seen, even for photons that have traversed cosmological distances. The non-birefringent part isk µν = (k F ) α µαν , which changes the speed of light in the directionv to 1 + δ γ (v) = 1 − 1 2 k 00 + 2k 0jvj +k jkvjvk .
Most observable relativistic effects depend on the difference between the velocity of a moving charge and the speed of light in the same direction. For example, if an electron's speed exceeds 1 + δ γ (v), vacuum Cerenkov radiation will be emitted; this is analogous to ordinary Cerenkov emission in matter, where the speed of light in a material is less than 1.
We may choose coordinates in such a way as to eliminate the c ork coefficients in one sector of the theory. (Only differences between these coefficients in different sectors are physically observable.) We shall use this coordinate freedom to make the photon sector conventional. All the constraints we derive will therefore be formulated as limits on combinations of electron coefficients. However, bounds on c νµ should be reinterpreted as bounds on the linear combinations c νµ −
2k
µν if the electromagnetick coefficients are not set to zero.
Constraints on SME coefficients are conventionally stated in a Sun-centered celestial equatorial coordinate frame [45] . The origin lies at the center of the Sun. The Z-axis points along the Earth's rotation axis; the X-axis points toward the vernal equinox point on the celestial sphere; and the Y -axis is set by the right hand rule. Time in these coordinates is T .
Vacuum Cerenkov Radiation and Photon Decay
We are interested in the effects of Lorentz violation on relativistic electron-photon dynamics in terrestrial laboratories. The most energetic Earthbound electron and positron beams were created at the Large Electron-Positron Collider (LEP). In order to study direction-dependent effects, we must understand the range of beam velocities that were possible at this accelerator. In the course of each revolution around a circular accelerator, a particle moves in every direction that lies in the plane of the accelerator ring. As the Earth rotates, this plane rotates as well. If the accelerator is locally horizontal, the plane of the accelerator ring sweeps out the exterior of a double cone. The accelerated particles will travel in every directionv that satisfies |v ·Ẑ| ≤ sin χ (where χ is the colatitude of the laboratory) during the course of one sidereal day. LEP was located at the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN), at latitude 46.2 • N. It is immediately natural to ask what effect the Lorentz-violating threshold for vacuum Cerenkov radiation would have had on LEP's operation. The threshold for an electron or positron to emit such radiation is [46] 
This is the energy at which the charge's speed reaches the speed of light. E T is a real energy only if δ(v) > 0; if δ(v) < 0, the MAV is less than 1. The instantaneous absence of vacuum Cerenkov radiation indicates that
because the non-radiating particles cannot be moving superluminally. The Cerenkov bound supplies only a one-sided constraint on c; the absence of photon decay can supply the other side. However, the vacuum Cerenkov bounds constrain the d-dependent part of δ(v) from both sides. Both helicity states were represented in the LEP beams, and if Cerenkov radiation from either spin state were allowed, it would have been observed. However, the bounds on d turn out not to be that interesting. All nine of these spindependent coefficients have already been constrained using laboratory experiments with torsion pendulums [14] . The pendulum bounds are substantially stronger than the bounds quoted here, although they are not on the d coefficients individually but on particular linear combinations of the d and other parameters. However, it would require remarkable fine tuning for the observable combinations to be as small as they are without the d coefficients also being well below the 10 −11 -10 −12 scale accessible via accelerators. Vacuum Cerenkov radiation is an extremely efficient form of energy loss. If the maximum LEP beam energy of E b = 104.5 GeV were only 1% above the Cerenkov threshold E T , the expected time required for a superluminal electron or positron to emit a 1 GeV photon and drop below the Cerenkov threshold would be 10 −9 s. During this time, the particle would advance about 0.2 m along the 27 km track, and its direction would not change appreciably. The time required for vacuum Cerenkov emission to drain away a substantial amount of the beam's energy is so short that we may conclude that for every direction along the beam's path, E b is no greater than 1.01E T . The right-hand-side of (7) may therefore be taken to be A = m 2 2(0.99E b ) 2 = 1.2 × 10 −11 [47] . The survival of energetic photons (through the absence of γ → e + + e − ) can also be used to place constraints on Lorentz violation; if this process were allowed, it would operate extremely rapidly [48, 49] . The threshold for photon decay is 2|E T |, defined only if E T as given by (6) is imaginary. The absence of this process for photons of energy E γ moving in the directionv implies
The bound (8) does not involve d. The reason is that the electron and positron produced by a single photon decaying at threshold have parallel spins. Their energy-momentum relations are shifted in opposite directions by d; as a consequence, the presence of d will not make the otherwise forbidden process allowed. This "no-go" conclusion can be evaded by involving additional fields in the decay or taking into account angular momentum nonconservation, which is second order in the Lorentz violation; however, these cannot induce the kind of rapid photon decay that may be seen with nonzero c. Collision events at accelerators produce many photons. Photons were produced at the Tevatron with energies above 300 GeV [50] . However, matters are complicated by the fact that the range of photon directions is essentially the entire sphere. If isotropy is assumed, then the observed survival of these photons may easily be converted into bounds on the SME coefficient c 00 ; However, if anisotropy is allowed, the analysis of the accelerator-produced photons becomes much more complicated. Moreover, even with the simplification of assumed rotation invariance, these data do not provide a particularly efficient way to set reliable constraints on Lorentz violation. For one thing, the laboratory origin of the photons is not a requirement to produce a reliable bound. Any photon, regardless of origin, that is observed to have propagated a substantial distance is a demonstration that γ → e + + e − is not allowed at the momentum involved. The detection of the photon, which is the only part of its history that really matters, is just as much a reliable, laboratory measurement as the observation of circulating beams at an accelerator. Cosmic ray γ-rays have been observed with energies of nearly 100 TeV, which should lead to stronger bounds than would be possible with accelerator data alone.
We shall therefore not discuss the decay of photons produced at accelerators any further, except to note the following. The beam directionsv explored at LEP are a subset of the photon directions observed at the Tevatron. If the bounds (7) and (8) were simultaneously satisfied for every direction with |v ·Ẑ| ≤ sin χ C (where χ C ≈ 43.8
• is the colatitude at CERN), then for any such direction, we would have the vacuum Cerenkov bounds
(The ± arises from taking into account the motion both alongv and −v.) It would then be straightforward to separate the c and d bounds and to further disentangle the even-and odd-parity coefficients. Adding and subtracting these inequalities yields
These would be the maximal anisotropic generalizations of the LEP vacuum Cerenkov radiation and Tevatron photon decay results of [47] . They would be sufficient to establish completely separate bounds on the six c (T J) and
.] However, the other inequalities (9) and (11) could not be further disentangled using only this data. We shall therefore turn our attention to other processes that can occur at accelerators.
Synchrotron Radiation
Vacuum Cerenkov radiation and photon decay are normally forbidden, but they may occur in the presence of Lorentz violation. On the other hand, the most important electron-photon interaction that we know really does occur at particle accelerators is synchrotron radiation, and information about real synchrotron losses can provide further constraints on electron Lorentz violation. Information about these losses provides the strongest two-sided laboratory bounds on c T T , and the radiation spectrum is sensitive to rotation noninvariance coefficients as well. Synchrotron motion and radiation in the presence of c was discussed in [51] . The basic picture is fairly simple, and the instantaneous radiation rate depends on the difference between an orbiting charge's speed and the speed of light in the direction the charge is moving.
With k F = 0, the electromagnetic sector behaves according to ordinary special relativity; the electromagnetic field responds to charged particles normally, and the radiation emitted is determined in the usual way by the velocity profiles of the moving charges. The total radiated synchrotron power is P = e 2 a 2 6πm 2 γ 4 , where a is the magnitude of the magnetic acceleration. [If photon-sector Lorentz violation were included, the electromagnetic sector would behave (in the narrow pencil of angles into which the synchrotron radiation is beamed) like standard special relativity, except with a modified Lorentz factor
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The power radiated would then be P = 
The modified expression for v( p ) changes the radiated power P ( p ) to
where P 0 ( p ) is the radiation rate for a particle of momentum p in the absence of any Lorentz violation. The fractional change in the radiated power increases with the square of the energy. The beam energy at LEP was determined very precisely, because making high-precision measurements of the W and Z boson masses was one of the accelerator's most important functions. The beam energy E b was calculated using several different methods, which could be used to double-check one-another. The primary method was based on measuring the magnetic field profile along the beam's trajectory (which was also carefully measured). The field measurements used nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) probes. The validity of the NMR measurements should not be affected by Lorentz violation; Lorentz violation strong enough to affect the NMR is already ruled out by atomic clock experiments [15, 16, 17, 18] . The field profile and the trajectory through the bending magnets were known to high precision, and together these determined E b .
A complementary measurement used the synchrotron tune, Q s -the ratio of the synchrotron oscillation frequency to the orbital frequency [52] . Synchrotron oscillations occur because of nonuniformity in beam particles' energies. Particles with less than the nominal beam energy curve more sharply and thus travel around smaller orbits. This means they take less time to travel between the accelerating radio frequency (RF) cavities. The less energetic particles therefore arrive at the cavities earlier in the RF cycle and receive larger-than-expected energy boosts, moving their energy back toward the nominal beam energy. An opposite effect occurs for particle with greater than the nominal energy. These effects cause oscillations in the energy of the beam, and a fit to their frequency provides an independent way to determine the central energy E b . The best measurement of the synchrotron tune at LEP came from runs at E b = 91 GeV, near the Z pole. The Lorentz factor at this energy is γ > 1.7 × 10 5 . Fitting the synchrotron oscillations at this value of the beam energy, the difference between the values of the energy inferred from the tune Q s and from the magnetic field profile was only 3 MeV; this discrepancy was small compared with the 1σ uncertainty of 21 MeV that was associated with the fitting procedure and with the imprecision in the actual measurement of Q s .
The formula for Q s depends on E b and the energy loss per orbit U 0 , in the combination
V RF is the amplitude of the RF voltage during the beam's passage through the accelerating cavities; ψ s is the phase of the accelerating voltage, and under the steady state conditions at which the collider operated, U 0 = geV RF sin ψ s . Both V RF and ψ s are known to high precision. The factor g is a correction associated with possible phasing errors and misalignments of the RF cavities; g must be determined as part of the fit for Q s , although its value is necessarily close to 1. The fitting required makes g a significant source of uncertainty. However, the fitting can be done on data taken at well below the usual experimental energies, since the magnet alignment and RF cavity timing do not depend on the operating energy. At low energies, g can be determined more precisely than would be possible at higher energies; and the fitted value of the correction factor can then be carried over to the actual 91 GeV running energy. The possible presence of Lorentz violation changes the formula for Q s only through a rescaling of U 0 ; the Lorentz force law is not modified, and the energy imparted by the RF cavities is unchanged.
In the fit used to determine Q s , it was assumed that U 0 had the usual synchrotron form plus small corrections. The corrections are necessary to account for other forms of energy loss, primarily through parasitic impedance interactions between the beam and the apparatus or effects associated with finite beam size. However, these corrections could be either modeled from first principles or measured directly. Since the NMR measurements provided an independent measure of the beam energy E b , it is possible to reinterpret the fit for Q s as a measurement not of E b but rather of U 0 . Because E b and U 0 enter the formula for Q s primarily in the combination (U 0 /E b ) 2 cos 2 ψ s , if the fit (assuming a known form for U 0 ) could determine E b with a fractional uncertainty η, the same fit would (if E b were instead taken to be known) determine U 0 with the same fractional precision. Since U 0 is determined by the synchrotron radiation power P , this immediately places a bound on the SME contribution to P as given in (14):
where δ denotes the average value of δ(p) over one orbit around the accelerator. In δ , the parity-odd c 0j coefficients average to zero. The effects of these coefficients on the speed v change sign when the momentum is reversed; they cannot contribute to the average radiation emitted over a full revolution, because orbiting particles experience equal and opposite velocities at antipodal points along their orbits. The effects of the d coefficients are also averaged out. The d coefficients would affect the speed and hence the synchrotron losses if the beams were consistently longitudinally polarized. However, such polarization cannot be maintained over long periods; helicities evolve in the magnetic field, because of particles' anomalous magnetic moments. The beams at LEP were maintained through most of their orbits in transverse polarization states; if desired, they could be temporarily rotated into longitudinal polarization states immediately before an interaction point. The average value of δ(p) is thus −c 00 −
, whereê 1 and e 2 are perpendicular unit vectors in the plane of the orbit; a particle essentially performs half its motion in the ±ê 1 -direction and half in the ±ê 2 -direction. Using the tracelessness of c νµ , the average may be more concisely written as
wheren is the unit vector normal to the circular path. The fractional uncertainty assigned to the value of E b that was derived from fitting the synchrotron tune was η = 2.4 × 10 −4 . This could then be interpreted as the fractional error in U 0 and hence P . A somewhat more conservative estimate of the possible error is η < 6×10 −4 ; this is a 2σ error, and it also accounts for other sources of error, such as in the NMR measurement of E b and the discrepancy between the NMR and Q s measurements of the energy. Using this value for η, we have C = 5 × 10 −15 . This provides a bound on a combination of boost and rotation invariance violation coefficients. The relevantn appearing in (16) is the normal vector to the orbit at the time when the synchrotron tune data used in the energy calibration was collected. If the tune data was collected over an extended period (covering many values ofn), and Q s was consistent across all these measurements, the bound (15) would hold for all the directionŝ n that the accelerator passed through-alln withn·Ẑ = cos χ C . However, this conclusion does not appear to be supported; it is only the average value of the synchrotron tune that was used for the energy fitting, and we cannot rule out that there were small sidereal variations in Q s . We could use the sidereally averaged value c jknjnk = 1 2
2 χ C c ZZ , but there are other, stronger laboratory bounds on the c JK coefficients, which will described in section 5; and the existence of these c JK bounds makes (15) important primarily as a bound on c T T .
Best Combined Bounds on c νµ
We shall finally turn our attention to how the high-energy bounds (and other, low-energy bounds to be described shortly) can be merged together to produce the best laboratory constraints on the c νµ coefficients. We shall pay particular attention to those coefficients, c T T and c (T J) associated with the breaking of boost invariance. (The d νµ coefficients, as previously noted, are already extremely well constrained by nonrelativistic spin measurements.)
The synchrotron bounds take the form (C + λ), where λ is the largest singular value of the traceless 3 × 3 matrix
The quantities c − = c XX − c Y Y , c Q = c XX + c Y Y − 2c ZZ , and c (JK) are those that can be bounded in stationary tests of isotropy. The singular value must satisfy
The existence of multiple complementary bounds on the types of Lorentz violation [20, 21, 22] relevant to optical cavity experiments should imply bounds on the c coefficients appearing in (18) , each at the 10 −17 level. The key point in the derivation of such electron bounds from Michelson-Morley-type measurements is the use of optical cavities containing different materials. The dimensions of a block of material determine its resonant frequencies when it is used as an optical cavity. However, these dimensions are determined by the material's electron structure and are affected by electron Lorentz violation. This makes the Michelson-Morley experiments sensitive to both photon and electron sector SME coefficients. Cavity materials with different electronic properties are sensitive to different mixtures of electron and photon parameters, so with multiple experiments, it is possible to disentangle the bounds from the two sectors [23] .
An up-to-date analysis of these bounds has not been performed. Older resonator data provided bounds on all the c coefficients appearing in (18) at the 10 −16 level, except for c Q , which was bounded at only the 10 −14 level [19] . However, we shall assume that an improved analysis based on [20, 21, 22] will indeed produce bounds on the five anisotropic c JK coefficients (and hence λ) at approximately the 10 −17 level. This means that these coefficients can effectively be neglected in the analysis of the accelerator results, for purposes of determining the strongest laboratory bounds that are available on c T T ; λ is very small compared to C. This implies that
this is the same bound given in [53] , but expressed in different notation, with the photon sector Lorentz violation set to zero. The synchrotron bound on c T T , the resonant cavity bounds on the anisotropic c JK , the torsion pendulum bounds on the d νµ , and the vacuum Cerenkov bounds (7) can be further combined to establish new, accelerator-based constraints on the c (T J) parameters. Because of the smallness of the |c JK | λ and |c T T | C, in conjunction with the hierarchy λ ≪ C ≪ A, the δ(v) appearing on the left-hand side of (7) will be dominated by ±v J c (T J) if the Lorentz violation is at the greatest allowed level. The corresponding bounds are (neglecting d entirely) |v J c (T J) | < A + C + 2λ, or
These are an order of magnitude better than the best atomic clock bounds on these kinds of parameters [54] . However, since the reliability of a bound based on the absence of γ → e + + e − does not depend on how the γ-ray involved originated, we can improve these bounds using astrophysical observations. In [55] , we discussed the bounds that could be placed on c using astrophysical photon survival data and compiled a list of sources that produce γ-rays with E γ /m e in the 10 the form (8) , parameterized by the directionv from the source to the Earth. In terms of the right ascension α and declination δ, the components of thisv arev X = − cos δ cos α, v Y = − cos δ sin α, andv Z = − sin δ. Using only the photon survival data, it was not possible to place two-sided constraints. However, two-sided bounds on the c (T J) are again possible if the photon survival data is combined with the same laboratory bounds on c T T and c JK that were discussed in the preceding paragraph. Table 1 gives an updated list of sources for which TeV photon observations have been made. (This list is not exhaustive. There are other sources from which comparably energetic photons have been observed, but they are not included if the do not affect the output of the linear program discussed below. A source may be superfluous in this way if, for example, it is located quite close to another source, so that the two sources produce bounds on very similar linear combinations of coefficients.) Most of the best measurements of ultra-high-energy photon spectra have been made by the H.E.S.S. atmospheric Cerenkov telescope in Namibia and the newer VERITAS telescope in Arizona. These devices are extremely sensitive, but they have limited sky coverage.
To separate the c (T J) bounds from those on other coefficients requires linear programming, but the results are straightforward. Using the the data from table 1 in the inequality (8) , as well as using the inequality (19) [inclusion of the LEP photon survival results, in the form of inequalities (20) and (21) µν . In terms of theκ three-tensors into which k F is usually decomposed, the bounds are on the combinations c T T − ǫ JKL (κ o+ ) KL . None of the bounds in table 2 are as strong as the bounds on the same quantities from [39] , which were derived by assuming we possess an accurate understanding of how the sources involved are producing their spectra. However, for the upper bound on c (T Y ) , the difference in precision is less than an order of magnitude.
Which physical phenomena are responsible for which of the bounds deserves some explanation. The lower bound on c T T is simply that of (19) , but the upper bound also depends on both H.E.S.S. and VERITAS astrophysical photon survival data. The upper bounds on c (T X) and c (T Y ) and the lower bound on c (T Z) come from combining the H.E.S.S. data with the synchrotron bounds on c T T . The remaining three bounds-the lower bounds on c (T X) and c (T Y ) and the upper bound on c (T Z) -are roughly an order of magnitude weaker. These bounds depend on the inclusion of VERITAS data, which are not yet as comprehensive as the H.E.S.S. data at the very highest energies. Yet without the the VERITAS observations, the bounds in question would be at the 10 −11 level corresponding to (20) and (21) .
It is also important to understand the advantages and limitations of each of the methods of bounding c T T and c (T J) . The strength of the c T T bounds is a consequence of the quality of the LEP energy calibration data. The analysis of the of the synchrotron spectrum gives bounds that are proportional to m 2 E 2 ; the same factor determines the strength of the threshold bounds. However, the bounds involving thresholds for new processes cannot be improved by more precise measurements; if a decay process like vacuum Cerenkov radiation is allowed at a certain energy, it will generally occur quite quickly and be easily detectable. If no such decays are seen to occur, a bound on the SME coefficients immediately follows. The difference with synchrotron radiation is that it occurs whether the theory is conventional or Lorentz violating. This means the spectrum can be measured precisely, and the precision factor η improves the bounds on the c coefficients involved. In principle, the instantaneous synchrotron spectrum is sensitive to all the electron c coefficients. However, the total emission over one orbit is the only quantity that has been accurately determined, and this is sensitive only to a particular combination of coefficients-δ from (15)-which does not involve the c (T J) .
The observed absences of e ± → e ± +γ and γ → e + +e − up to an energy E also constrain
level. The LEP data show the absence of vacuum Cerenkov radiation up to beam energies of 104.5 GeV. This is a much lower energy than can be seen in cosmic ray photons; the raw bounds (8) derived from the H.E.S.S. observations are 4-5 orders of magnitude stronger than the LEP bounds (7). However, the advantage of the accelerator data is that it is available and consistent over quite a broad range of directionsv. Until the publication of the VERITAS data, the H.E.S.S. data alone were insufficient to constrain all the c (T J) coefficients from above and below; the LEP results would have been needed to fill in some gaps. Now, with VERITAS accumulating data and covering a quite different area of the sky from H.E.S.S., those LEP results are no longer needed in order to set reliable laboratory bounds on the c (T J) . Naturally, as both γ-ray telescopes explore more sources for longer times, the quality of the bounds will improve somewhat. It should be possible to improve the laboratory bounds on all the c (T J) to the 10 −14 level or better. Of course, in deriving the bounds on c T T and c (T J) , we have assumed that the Michelson-Morley experiments do indeed place strong enough bounds on all the stationary anisotropy coefficients so that λ may effectively be neglected. Existing analyses have not quite achieved this, although the raw Michelson-Morley data certainly appear to be sufficiently precise. Moreover, of the five coefficients that can, according to (18) , contribute to λ, only c Q is potentially large enough to interfere with the results in this paper. It would be quite desirable to have updated bounds on the c JK coefficients, based on the latest generation of resonant cavity experiments. Such bounds would be interesting, both for their influence on the effects discussed here and in their own right. However, if improved bounds on c Q do not actually materialize, the effect on the results of this paper would be modest. None of the bounds in table 2 would be worsened by more than 4 × 10 −14 . We have discussed several different phenomena that can be observed in the laboratory and used to constrain electron Lorentz violation. However, not all of these methods produce competitive bounds. The best present laboratory techniques for bounding the various SME coefficients we have discussed are: torsion pendulum experiments with spin-polarized samples for d νµ , Michelson-Morley experiments with resonators of different compositions for c JK , synchrotron radiation at LEP for c T T , and observations of photon survival for c (T J) . The last of these may involve γ-rays of astrophysical origin, but which are measured in a laboratory on Earth. Using all the observations of such γ-rays, we have placed new laboratory bounds on all the c (T J) coefficients, at the 10 −13 -10 −15 levels. [Using more restricted collections of data sets would lead to results such as (9) (10) (11) (12) or (20) (21) .] Some of these bounds are naturally expected to improve as better observational data become available.
